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Abstract The results of a content based image retrieval system can be eval-9

uated by several performance measures, each one employing different evalua-10

tion criteria. Many of the methods used in the field of information retrieval11

have been adopted for use in image retrieval systems. This paper reviews the12

most widely used performance measures for retrieval evaluation with particu-13

lar emphasis on the assumptions made during their design. More specifically,14

it focuses on the design principles of the commonly used Mean Average Pre-15

cision (MAP) and Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR),16

pinpointing their limitations. It also proposes a new performance measure17

for image retrieval systems, the Mean Normalized Retrieval Order (MNRO),18

whose effectiveness is demonstrated through a wide range of experiments. Ini-19

tial experiments were conducted on artificially produced query trials and eval-20

uations. Experiments on a large database demonstrate the ability of MNRO to21

take into account the generality of the queries during the retrieval procedure.22

Furthermore, the results of a case study show that the proposed performance23

measure is closer to human evaluations, in comparison to MAP and ANMRR.24

Lastly, in order to encourage researchers and practitioners to use the pro-25
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posed performance measure, we present the experimental results produced by26

a large number of state of the art descriptors applied on three well-known27

benchmarking databases.28

Keywords Image Retrieval Performance Measures, Mean Average Precision,29

Average Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank30

1 INTRODUCTION31

The objective of an image retrieval system is to retrieve images in rank order,32

where the rank of an image is determined by its relevance to the query at33

hand [1]. The image retrieval process can be executed either with the use of a34

keyword ’upon’ the images (Keyword Based Image Retrieval) or with the use35

of low-level characteristics exported from the image’s visual content (Content36

Based Image Retrieval). Content based image retrieval (CBIR) is defined as37

any technology that, in principle, helps to organize digital image archives by38

their visual content. According to this definition, anything ranging from an39

image similarity function to a robust image annotation engine, falls under the40

purview of CBIR [2].41

The performance of an information retrieval system, in general, is typically42

measured by using either user-centered evaluation methods or system-oriented43

evaluation frameworks. User-centered evaluation is an interactive method. The44

users judge the success of a query directly after the query. This includes more45

than just technical aspects, since a large number of factors influence the user’s46

judgment on the entire retrieval system [3]. Many investigators have high-47

lighted the advantages offered by user-centred evaluation methods in image,48

music-audio and text retrieval [4][5]. However, user-centered evaluations can49

be subjective, given that different users might judge the same retrieval result in50

quite distinct ways. Even the same user might judge the same result differently51

at different times [6]. Another drawback of user-centered evaluation is that it52

is very hard to get a large number of user comparisons as their collection is53

quite time consuming [7].54

Thus, CBIR systems as well as music-audio retrieval systems have focused55

on a system-oriented evaluation framework. Image retrieval systems are pri-56

marily evaluated against a known ground truth dataset. A benchmark image57

database is used in these evaluations. Most of the relevance sets for system-58

oriented evaluation are based on real user judgments and are thus also subjec-59

tive reflecting the opinion of one user at a particular time. Classic examples60

of such databases are the Wang [8] database, the UCID database [9], the Nis-61

ter database [10] as well as the MIRFlicker database [11]. Each database is62

comprised of a number of N images and Q queries. Queries are images used63

as input to the retrieval system in order to evaluate its performance. For each64

query a number of images with visual similarity which are considered as the65

ground truth is given.66

One can classify information retrieval systems into two categories, Boolean67

and item-ranking, based on the employed retrieval method. Boolean type re-68
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trieval systems, also known as classification systems, return only a set of items69

that are similar to the query items. A classification system can be completely70

described with four numbers: the size of the database, the total number of the71

retrieved images, the total size of the relevance set and the number of relevant72

image retrieved.73

Image retrieval systems, on the other hand, return rankings and not sets,74

so we need performance measures over rankings. A system’s performance is75

calculated using a technique that evaluates the rank of the images which form76

the ground truth for all the queries. Many of the performance measures that77

are used in the field of information retrieval have been adopted in order to78

evaluate image retrieval results. Section 2 presents an overview of the most79

common system-oriented performance measures for evaluating retrieval sys-80

tems. Among these measures, the Mean Average Precision (MAP) is the most81

frequently used one. Still, the Averaged Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank82

(ANMRR) [12], which is based on MPEG-7 [13] [14], alongside with a set of83

other descriptors, is considered the most suitable for image retrieval systems.84

However, as it is shown in this paper, in developing these two performance85

measures, various assumptions were made which created drawbacks with re-86

spect to the evaluation of image retrieval systems. CBIR alone is very unlikely87

to fulfill the user needs in searching image archives. Although, due to re-88

cent achievements in object detection and recognition, semantic analysis and89

understanding of images is much further developed, the desired retrieval re-90

quirements are not satisfiable [15].91

CBIR systems typically extract several low level features from the images,92

mapping the visual content into a new space called the feature space. Features93

for a given image are stored in a descriptor that can be used for retrieving94

similar images. The key to a successful retrieval system is to choose the right95

features that represent the images as accurately as possible. The main problem96

arises from the fact that these low level features are neither rich enough, nor97

discriminative enough for describing the objects present in an image . Thus,98

CBIR is notoriously noisy, especially when global undiscriminative low-level99

features are employed. For example, a query image of a red tomato on a white100

background would retrieve a red pie-chart on white paper. If the query image101

happens to have a low generality, especially in large databases, early rank102

positions may be dominated by spurious results such as the pie-chart, which103

may even be ranked before tomato images [16]. Even if the retrieval approach104

adopts richer low-level features, such as visual words, the low discriminative105

power of the images themselves may affect the quality of the results [17].106

Hence, it is quite common in CBIR systems that images having similar visual107

content but distinct semantic meaning to the query image to appear often108

among the early retrieval positions. This is a problem that is very particular109

and common in image retrieval and, rather rare in text retrieval (for example110

in case of synonyms). For this reason, the performance measures of CBIR111

systems should not be so biased at the top-10 or top-20 positions. Rather, a112

better technique is to use a threshold which is directly connected to either the113

generality of the query, or the number of items relevant to the query.114
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Another distinguishing characteristic between CBIR and information re-115

trieval is the manner in which these two systems display their results. CBIR116

methods typically rank the whole collection via a distance measure and show117

the results as a table of images on the screen (see for example Google Images118

or Microsoft Bing Images) instead of in a list as in text results. People have the119

ability to recognize the relevance of a photographic result at a single glance,120

something that is not easily feasible in text retrieval. Thus, in CBIR small121

differences in the ranks should not be punished as strictly as in text retrieval.122

MAP shows a tendency to be consistently correlated in the first 10 to 20 re-123

sults. On the other hand, ANMRR, which was proposed for use predominantly124

in image retrieval systems, recognizes the specificity of the CBIR system’s re-125

sults and gives a bias to the recall at K, where K is directly correlated to126

the size of the ground truth of the query. A possible drawback of the AN-127

MRR performance measure relies on the fact that if the image appears after128

the Kth position it is considered as not having been retrieved. This princi-129

ple of operation of ANMRR does not allow for a comprehensive evaluation of130

recall-oriented tasks.131

Another disadvantage of both MAP and ANMRR it that they do not take132

into account the size of the image database. For the same ground truth, the133

system performance degrades for larger image databases. Thus, the behavior of134

a scaled-up version of the system cannot be predicted. A detailed description of135

these 2 performance measures, an outline of the assumptions made during their136

design, as well as a description of the drawbacks caused by these assumptions137

is given in Section 3. A preliminary version of this work has been presented in138

[18].139

To alleviate some of the limitations of MAP and ANMRR, we propose140

a new image retrieval performance measure which is described in details in141

Section 4. The new performance measure, which is called Mean Normalized142

Retrieval Order (MNRO), is rating each result with a value in the range [0, 1]143

and does not carry the drawbacks of the previous performance measures. The144

effectiveness of MNRO is examined on artificial query trials, on a considerably145

large database and on three benchmark databases. These experiments demon-146

strate the ability of the proposed performance measure to take into account the147

generality of the queries during the retrieval procedure. MNRO’s capability to148

mimic human evaluations of retrieval systems is also evaluated. In a case study149

involving 30 individuals, it is shown that the proposed performance measure is150

closer to the human’s evaluations, in comparison to MAP and ANMRR. The151

experimental evaluation is described in details in Section 5.152

Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 6. The proposed performance153

measure has been implemented and used in evaluating the retrieval results of154

the img(Rummager) system [19], which can be found on-line1.155

1 http://www.img-rummager.com
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2 SYSTEM-ORIENTED PERFORMANCE MEASURES156

The overall retrieval effectiveness can be gauged only if the actual relevancies157

are known [1]. Let the database {x1, x2, · · · , xi, · · · , xN} be a set of N images158

represented by low or high level features. To retrieve images similar to a query159

q, each database image xi is compared with the query image using an ap-160

propriate distance function d(q, xi). The database images are then sorted in161

a ranked list RLq according to their distance to the query image such that162

d(q, xi) ≤ d(q, xi+1) holds for each image pair [15].163

An important attribute that contributes to evaluating the retrieval system164

is the Rank(k) index. This index describes the retrieval rank of the kth ground165

truth image. Consider a query q and assume that the kth ground truth image166

is found to be the Rth result of the retrieval. Then Rank(k) = R. Let us note167

NG(q) the total number of relevant images for the query q.168

In [7] some of the most important image retrieval performance measures169

for a single query image are described. The most commonly used indices which170

contribute to the formation of performance measures for information retrieval171

systems are the following[1][7]:172

Detections - True Positives: Ak =
k∑

n=1
Vn, where Vn ∈ {0, 1} describes173

the relevance of the image that appears at position n. If the image belongs to174

the ground truth of the query then Vn = 1, otherwise Vn = 0.175

False Alarms - False Positives: Bk =
k∑

n=1
(1− Vn) = k−Ak. This per-176

formance measure essentially counts the incorrect results (false positives) that177

appear in the first k retrieved images.178

179

Misses - False Negative: Ck =
N∑
n=1

Vn −Ak = NG(q)−Ak, where N is180

the total number of images in the database.181

182

Correct Dismissals - True Negative: Dk =
N∑
n=1

(1− Vn)−Bk.183

184

By using these indices the following standard information retrieval mea-185

sures are implemented.186

187

Recall: Rk = Ak

Ak+Ck
= Ak

NG(q) =
|retrieved ∩ relevant|

|relevant| . Recall essentially188

describes the ratio of the number of the relevant images within the first k189

results, to the number of the total relevant images.190

191

Precision: Pk = Ak

Ak+Bk
= Ak

k =
|retrieved ∩ relevant|

|retrieved| . Precision essen-192

tially describes the ratio of the number of the relevant images within the first193

k results, to the number of the retrieved images.194
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Recall and precision have often different objectives. If someone wants to195

see more relevant items (i.e., to increase recall level), usually more nonrelevant196

ones are also retrieved (i.e., precision decreases) [20]. Each of these two perfor-197

mance measures can be optimized if considered in without the other [21]. For198

example, we can always achieve a recall value equal to 1, simply by retrieving199

all the items (the entire database). The precision value in this case decreases200

dramatically. Thus, precision and recall values have to be used in combination.201

Precision absolute value at a given threshold (cut-off) may be precise in202

many cases, especially during the evaluation of web-based retrieval system.203

Precision value at a given threshold, e.g. 10 or 20 items, denotes the fraction204

of relevant items retrieved in these positions. Similarly, recall value at a given205

threshold determines the ratio between the relevant items retrieved and the206

number of the relevant items in the database. Recall at small thresholds is not207

particularly meaningful for queries with many relevant items. Likewise, recall208

measured at high thresholds seems only of academic importance and is not209

interesting for users [22].210

Generality: gk = Ak

N . It is also known as Relevant Fraction and is the211

fraction of relevant items in a database. Though generality is a major param-212

eter for performance characterization, it is often neglected or ignored [23].213

214

Using these general, standard information retrieval measures as building215

blocks, one can form the following performance measures [1]:216

– Retrieval effectiveness: Pk vs Rk.217

– Receiver operating characteristic: Ak vs Vk.218

– Relative operating characteristic: Ak vs Fk.219

– R-value: Pk at cut-off.220

– 3-point average: average Pk at Rk = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8.221

A commonly used performance measure that combines Precision and Recall222

is the F -measure, also known as the balanced F -score:223

F (q) = 2× Pk ×Rk
Pk +Rk

(1)

This formula is also known as the F1 measure, because recall and precision224

are evenly weighted. In its more general form, Fβ , the F -measure is defined225

as:226

F (q) = (1 + β)2 × Pk ×Rk
β2 × Pk +Rk

(2)

Two commonly used F measures are the F2 (β = 2) measure, which weights227

recall higher than precision, and the F0.5 (β = 0.5) measure, which emphasizes228

precision rather than recall.229

Precision and Recall are set-based measures. Therefore, they are considered230

appropriate for evaluating classification systems but not systems which return231

ranked lists. In pure classification problems, Precision and Recall, together232

with the F measure suffice for a complete evaluation of the system.233
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In the aforementioned problems, ROC graphs [24] are often used for visu-234

alizing, organizing and measuring classifiers based on their performance. ROC235

graphs depict relative trade-offs between benefits and costs (i.e. true positives236

and false positives). As with any evaluation metric ROC has its limitation,237

however, placing a classifier in the ROC space gives the observer a fast out-238

look on its performance with a simplified rule being that a classifier is better239

than another if it is to the north-west of the first.240

Image retrieval systems return rankings and not sets, so we need measures241

over rankings. In the ROC space, in order to trace an evaluation curve of242

a ranking classifier, threshold values are used to produce different points in243

the two-dimensional graph. These thresholds values (strict probabilities or244

uncalibrated scores) are in fact numeric values that represent the degree of245

participation of an instance to a class.246

In most of the cases, in order evaluate ranked lists, precision-recall curves247

Pk vs Rk, (R,P (R)) are commonly used. Each precision-recall point is com-248

puted by calculating the precision at a specified recall cut-off value. For the249

rest of the recall values, the precision is interpolated. When using the precision-250

recall curve, one assumes that users choose a rank threshold and only view251

things above that rank. A very important issue is the definition of this cut-off252

value. It is common to measure precision at 3 or 11 standard recall levels.253

Similar to an ROC curve, we can draw thresholds at all ranks and construct254

precision-recall curves. Then the (R,P (R)) curve, together with the total num-255

ber of images in the database, fully characterize a system which returns a256

ranking. An obvious drawback of this method is that, two systems may be-257

have differently; one may achieve high precision but low recall, while the other,258

low precision and high recall. In this case, in the precision-recall space, their259

curves would intersect and we can’t really define which system behaves better.260

Hence, systems must be evaluated based on the retrieval task. For example, for261

web-based retrieval systems, where the user is concerned with the relevance262

of the first results (precision-oriented tasks), without requiring the system to263

retrieve the entire set of relevant images, the system which achieves high pre-264

cision is preferable. There are, however, other tasks in which the retrieval of265

the entire set of relevant items is required. These tasks are known as recall-266

oriented. Consider, for example, an image retrieval system which retrieves267

images from patents. The authority which is responsible for the originality of268

a patent under review is obliged to check all similar patents, and not just the269

first results. In such tasks, the system which achieves high recall is preferable.270

In many cases, in order to compare the performance of different systems, it271

is desirable to use a single number, which captures the performance of each sys-272

tem instead of a graph. Besides the fact that using a single value is particularly273

convenient, evidence has shown that it also provides information that in many274

cases, is not easy to detect in graphs. For example, according to [25], during275

the first year of ImageCLEF [26,27], a (R,P (R)) curve was used to compare276

different retrieval systems. However, a typical (R,P (R)) graph showed similar277

characteristics of all plotted systems. Thus, in subsequent years, several single278

value performance measures were employed in evaluating the systems. Image-279
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CLEF is an initiative to evaluate cross-language image retrieval systems which280

have been running as part of the Cross Language Evaluation Forum (CLEF).281

Another advantage of single value performance measures is their intuitive na-282

ture. In contrast, an (R,P (R)) curve consist of a pair of numbers and, thus,283

ordinary users cannot quickly interpret what the measure conveys [28].284

Single value performance measures are used in order to compare different285

retrieval systems where most of the retrieval parameters, such as the database,286

ground truths, and scope are kept constant. As a global estimate of perfor-287

mance using a single value, it is standard to use the average precision (AP).288

The average precision for a single query q is the mean over the precision289

scores at each relevant item:290

AP (q) =
1

NG(q)

NG(q)∑
k=1

Pq(Rk) (3)

where Rk is the recall after the kth relevant image was retrieved. Consequently,291

the mean average precision (MAP) is the mean of the average precision scores292

over all queries:293

MAP =
1

Q

∑
q∈Q

AP (q) (4)

where Q is the set of queries q. In the perfect retrieval case MAP = 1 and as294

the number of the nonrelevant images ranked above a retrieved relevant image295

increases, the MAP approaches the value 0, MAP ∈ [0, 1]. An advantage of the296

mean average precision is that it contains both precision and recall oriented297

aspects and is sensitive to the entire ranking.298

MAP has been the dominant system-oriented performance measure in in-299

formation retrieval systems for a number of reasons [29]:300

– It has a nice probabilistic interpretation [30].301

– It has an underlying theoretical basis as it corresponds to the area under302

the precision recall curve.303

– It can be justified in terms of a simple but moderately plausible user model304

[31].305

– It appears to be highly informative; it predicts other metrics well [32].306

– It results in good performance ranking functions when used as objective in307

learning-to-rank (LTR)[33].308

MAP constitutes one of the basic evaluation criteria for the retrieval results309

in the Text REtrieval Conference (TREC) [34,35], the TrecVid [36] and the310

ImageCLEF. uses the geometric mean of AP scores.311

MPEG-7 [13] [14] proposed a new performance measure, the Averaged312

Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank (ANMRR) [12]. ANMRR is always in313

the range of 0 to 1, and the smaller the value of this measure the better the314

matching quality of the query is. ANMRR is the evaluation criterion used in all315

of the MPEG-7 color core experiments. Evidence has shown that the ANMRR316
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measure coincides approximately linearly with the results of the subjective317

evaluation of the retrieval accuracy of search engines [37][12][38]. ANMRR is318

built using the following indices.319

The average rank AV R(q) for a given query q is:320

AV R(q) =

NG(q)∑
k=1

Rank(k)

NG(q)
(5)

where NG(q) is the number of ground truth images for the query q. If this321

image is in the first K retrievals then Rank(k) = R else Rank(k) = 1.25×K.322

K is the top-ranked examined retrievals, where:323

K = min (X ×NG (q) , 2×GMT ) (6)

– If NG(q) > 50 then X = 2 else X = 4. Parameter X, as defined by MPEG-324

7, aims to enable the retrieval systems to have a small number of images325

in the ground truth.326

– GMT = max{NG(q)} for all q’s of a data set.327

The modified retrieval rank is:328

MRR(q) = AV R(q)− 0.5× [1 +NG(q)] (7)

The normalized modified retrieval rank is computed as follows:329

NMRR(q) =
MRR(q)

1.25×K − 0.5× [1 +NG(q)]
(8)

Finally, the average NMRR over all queries is defined as:330

ANMRR =
1

Q

Q∑
q=1

NMRR(q) (9)

One of the most significant advantages of ANMRR is that, similar to MAP,331

it combines both precision and recall oriented aspects. ANMRR has already332

been used by several image retrieval systems [39][40].333

The authors in [41] demonstrate how the evaluation results depend on334

the particular content of the database. For the same ground truth, the per-335

formances of the systems degrade for larger image databases. All the above336

retrieval performance measures do not take into account the size of the image337

database. Thus, the performance of a scaled-up version of an image retrieval338

system cannot be predicted.339

Huijsmans and Sebe [42] [23] highlighted this limitations on the typical340

precision-recall curves and proposed additional performance measures to over-341

come these limitations. They proposed the use of generality along with preci-342

sion and recall parameters. The result is a three-dimensional representation,343

which can be reduced to a two-dimensional graph by keeping constant one of344
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the parameters. Therefore, the graph plots precision vs recall on the y-axis345

against generality on the x-axis.346

A measure that takes into consideration the database size is the Normalized347

Averaged Rank (NAR) proposed in [7]. Using the definition from [43], NAR348

is defined as:349

NAR =
1

N ×NG(q)

NG(q)∑
i=1

Rank(i)−
NG(q)∑
i=1

(i)

 (10)

This measure is 0 for perfect retrieval, and approaches 1 as performance wors-350

ens. NAR is basically a complement of the normalized recall proposed in [44].351

The average NAR over all queries is defined as:352

ANAR =
1

Q

Q∑
q=1

NAR (11)

All the aforementioned evaluation measures consider the retrieved data as353

either relevant or non-relevant to the query. Even though the matter is not354

investigated in the current work, it is important to mention that the concept355

of non-binary relevance is much employed in recent evaluation approaches.356

Assume for example the case in which the ranking list of a system is: RL1 =357

X1, X2, X3, X4, X5. At the same time, a second system produces the following358

ranking list: RL2 = X2, X3, X1, X4, X5. We also assume that X1, X2, X3 are359

relevant with the query image. In both cases, e.g., AP=1 and NMRR= 0.360

If the images had a different level of relevance, the ranking order would be a361

much more important factor. Highly relevant documents are more useful when362

appearing earlier in a search engine result list and highly relevant documents363

are more useful than marginally relevant documents, which are in turn more364

useful than irrelevant documents.365

3 PERFORMANCE STUDY OF MAP AND ANMRR366

As mentioned in Section 2, the most widespread image retrieval performance367

measures with the ability to evaluate the systems using only one number are368

AP (Average Precision) and NMRR (Normalized Modified Retrieval Rank).369

At [45] NMRR is used to measure the performance of a set of descriptors for370

natural images while at [15], AP is used for the same databases. At [15] and371

[46] AP is used to measure the performance of descriptors for medical images.372

It can be observed, however, that there are deviations between the results373

of these two techniques. In order to make it easier to compare the results,374

1− AP shall be used so that in both performance measures, perfect retrieval375

will produce a 0, while as more non-relevant images retrieved appear in the376

results, both performance measures approach a value of 1. Indicatively, we can377

mention the results of the Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD) [47]378

in the Wang [8] database, where at the performed experiment, the queries and379
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their ground truth given at [40] were used. In this case ANMRR is equal to380

0.2528 while 1−MAP is equal to 0.4109. It is apparent that these values differ381

significantly, giving quite different evaluation score to a retrieval method.382

In order to have a better look in the way these performance measures oper-383

ate and address the issue of their significant deviation, we utilized an oversim-384

plified Know-Item example. We employed an artificially generated database385

with 20 images (N = 20). The experiments that follow serve purely as an386

illustrative tool in order to examine the behavior of MAP and NMRR, since387

the artificially generated database of 20 images can by no means be a credible388

set for retrieval purposes. An image from the database was selected to be the389

query image and its ground truth was taken to be the image itself (NG(q) = 1).390

Following this, the effectiveness of both 1 − AP and NMRR was estimated,391

both for those scenarios in which the query image is retrieved consecutively392

from position 1 to 20. Figure 1 presents the results when Rank(q) take values393

in the range 1 to 20. The horizontal axis depicts each position where the image394

was retrieved, while the vertical axis corresponds to the values for 1−AP and395

the NMRR.396

Fig. 1 Results of 1 − AP and NMRR for NG(q) = 1, N = 20

Observing the results of Figure 1, the following conclusions are drawn. The397

graphical representation of 1−AP appears to be non-linear where its gradient398

is larger in the first Rank(q) values and then becomes gradually smaller. In399

the first K (see Figure 1) Rank(q) positions, 1 − AP appears stricter than400

NMRR because it takes larger values and therefore characterizes the retrieved401

results as less relevant. This result is to be expected, given that AP, and by402

extension 1 − AP has a natural top-heavy bias. On the other hand, NMRR403

appears to be stricter than 1 − AP and seems to “punish” the system when404

Rank(q) > K. This behavior can be easily explained if one takes into account405

the assumption made during NMRR formation. According to this assumption,406

if an image appears after the position K = min (X ×NG(q), 2×GMT ) then407
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this image is considered as not retrieved. That’s why NMRR is equal to 1 for408

all the Rank(q) > (K + 1).409

NMRR(q) = 1,∀Rank(q) > (K + 1) (12)

In contrast, 1 − AP considers that each image contributes to the retrieval410

evaluation process for each Rank(q).411

Moreover, it can be observed that NMRR is composed of three consecutive412

linear functions. It increases linearly from position 0 to K with a gradient of413

α, it increases from point K to K + 1 with a gradient of β (when NG(q) = 1414

the two gradients are equal) and from position K + 1 it becomes a straight415

horizontal line with NMRR being always equal to 1.416

In order to see how these 2 retrieval evaluation behave in more complex417

scenarios, we utilize a second example, in which we take each query image q to418

include 2 images in its ground truth (NG(q) = 2). These images are defined as419

j and i. Similar to the first example, the testing database contains 20 images.420

We study the effectiveness of the retrieval system when image i was re-421

trieved in position Rank(i), while image j was retrieved in position Rank(j),422

where Rank(j) ∈ [1,Rank(i)− 1]. In order to test all possible combinations of423

Rank(i) and Rank(j) we employed the following pseudo code:424

Combined_Rank=0;425

426

For (int i=2; i=20; i++)427

{428

For (int j=1; j=i-1; j++)429

{430

Rank(i)=i;431

Rank(j)=j;432

Combined_Rank++;433

}434

}435

This pseudo code, for each combination of Rank(i) and Rank(j), generates436

a unique identification, the Combined Rank, which includes information on437

both the position of image i, as well as the position of image j. In total, 190438

ordering combinations are tested.439

For each combination, the 1 − AP and NMRR are calculated, resulting440

in the performance shown in Figure 2. The horizontal axis describes each441

Combined Rank while the vertical axis displays the values for 1 − AP and442

NMRR.443

In order to reach more solid conclusions, we depicted in Figure 3 the three-444

dimensional representations of the results for 1 − AP and NMRR for every445

ordering combination. The 2 axis which shape the plane describe Rank(i) and446

Rank(j) while the vertical axis displays the values of 1−AP and NMRR.447

The projection of the 3-D graphs on 2-D graphs (see Figure 4) where the448

horizontal axis is Rank(i) and the vertical axis corresponds to 1 − AP and449
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Fig. 2 Results of 1 − AP and NMRR for NG(q) = 2, N = 20

Fig. 3 3D Representation of the results of (a) 1 - AP (b) NMRR for NG(q) = 2, N = 20

NMRR respectively, depicts two curves each one representing the best and450

worst (j, i) combination order. Figure 4(a) shows the curves for 1−AP while451

Figure 4(b) shows the two curves for NMRR.452

Fig. 4 Curves forming the (a) 1 − AP and (b) NMRR values for NG(q) = 2, N = 20

The horizontal axis of the two curves describes the position in which image453

i appears while the vertical axis describes the retrieval performance. In both454

Figures 4(a) and (b), the lower curve describes the retrieval success rate if455

image i was retrieved in the position Rank(i) while image j was retrieved in456

the position Rank(j) = 1. Thus, it describes system effectiveness, if the one457
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image can be retrieved first in the ranked list while the second in position458

i. As Rank(j) increases, while i remains constant, the value of both 1 − AP459

and NMRR approaches the lower curve. In the worst case, where image i has460

retrieved in the position Rank(i) and image j has retrieved in the position461

Rank(j) = Rank(i) − 1, the performance of the systems is described by the462

upper curves.463

Essentially, the upper curve displays how much the precision affects each464

method, while the lower curve shows the contribution of recall. Looking at465

the 1 − AP curves, we can observe that, if all the results of ground truth are466

retrieved in early positions, that is, with a small Rank(i), the value of 1−AP is467

much higher than the equivalent value of NMRR, lending credence to the con-468

clusion that 1−AP is much more oriented towards early precision results than469

ANMRR. However, as the value of Rank(j) increases, and therefore the value470

of early precision decreases, the value of 1−AP show a significant increase.471

The manner in which recall and precision information are connected to the472

NMRR is similar to that in 1 − AP. In the first steps, i.e. for small Rank(i),473

the value of NMRR is smaller than the corresponding 1−AP value. The main474

difference, however, appears after position K, where it is obvious that the475

lower curve, yields greater values than those for 1−AP. A similar behavior is476

shown in the upper curve, with the precision parameter playing a basic role477

so that the system is not graded with the worst possible score. By observing478

the graph we see that for min(Rank(i),Rank(j)) > K we have NMRR=1. For479

the same Rank(i) and Rank(j) positions, 1 − AP grades the system with a480

much smaller value. In the case where NG(q) is greater than 2, the operating481

principle of both 1−AP and NMRR remains the same.482

Having studied the behavior of these two performance measures, we can483

draw the following conclusions. The biggest distinction between these two mea-484

sures is related to how they treat early positions (low-ranking results). AP is485

consistently correlated with the first 10 to 20 positions, while NMRR increases486

linearly from the first to the Kth position. The K position is dynamically cal-487

culated for each query and is related to the number of the relevant items. As488

mentioned in the Introduction, we argue that, the evaluation of content-based489

image retrieval systems, must take into account the specificities of the results.490

Due to the nature of the low-level features that CBIR systems use, images491

that are visually similar but semantically distinct from the query often appear492

among the early retrieval positions. Additionally, the fact that the results of493

an image retrieval system are often viewed in table of images on the screen494

and not in a list as text results are, enhance the observation that the perfor-495

mance measures, which evaluate CBIR systems, should not be influenced only496

by the results in the first N positions. A more preferable approach is to use497

a threshold which will be directly connected, either with the generality of the498

query, or with the number of relevant to the query items.499

NMRR, which was proposed for use predominantly in image retrieval sys-500

tems, corresponds to the goals of the CBIR system’s results and gives a bias501

to the recall at K. In other words, NMRR is evaluating the capability of the502

system to retrieve, in the first K positions, as many results as possible from503
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the ground truth. Systems which retrieve results after these first K positions,504

are ranked with very high values. On the other hand, AP gives weight to early505

precision during results evaluation, which in effect highlights the capability of506

the system to retrieve as many results as possible in the early positions. This507

implies that, especially for queries with a small ground truth, AP ’punishes‘508

the retrieval system even if the images appear in a relatively small Rank(k).509

Additionally, even though NMRR was designed to evaluate image retrieval510

systems, the adopted assumption, that if the image appears after the Kth
511

position it is considered as not having been retrieved, seems to be problematic.512

The principle of operation of NMRR does not allow a comprehensive evaluation513

of recall-oriented tasks since it completely ignores the position in which each514

image eventually appears. As shown in Figure (4)(b), from position K+1 there515

is no information about the ranks at which relevant items are retrieved. Assume516

for example two image retrieval systems T1 and T2, a query Q, NG(Q) = 2517

and a database size equal to N . Both systems are retrieving the first relevant518

image in the first position. T1 retrieves the second relevant image in position519

100, while T2 retrieves the second relevant image in position 1000. In a recall-520

oriented task, system T1 has a clear advantage over the system T2. Under521

ANMRR, however, the systems perform equivalently.522

In comparison, even though MAP is not the most appropriate method for523

recall-oriented tasks [48], it still carries information about the rank of all the524

relevant items. One, however, should keep in mind that during the evaluation525

of a recall-oriented system, it is important for a performance measure to take526

into account not only the recall value, but also the ranks at which the relevant527

items are retrieved [48].528

A common disadvantage of both methods is that they do not take into529

account the generality of the queries and thus they can not predict the behav-530

ior of a scaled-up version of the system. Experimental results in Section 5.2531

demonstrate the effects of this drawback.532

4 MEAN NORMALIZED RETRIEVAL ORDER533

The conclusions drawn in the previews sections concerning NMRR and 1−AP534

lead us in defining a set of properties of a new performance measure. Such535

a measure should evaluate the retrieval systems by taking into account the536

position where each image appears, even if it is retrieved in positions which537

the web-based/precision oriented systems would have rejected. Thus, the new538

performance measure must be differentiated from NMRR with respect to the539

parameter which determines that if an image is retrieved after position K,540

it is considered as non-retrieved. In the proposed performance measure an541

upper limit will also be defined. However, this upper limit is now dynamically542

designated for each query by taking into account the generality of the query.543

Furthermore, the images retrieved after this limit will still contribute to the544

performance measure but at a lower degree. Using this approach, the new545

performance measure can predict the behavior of a scaled-up version of the546
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system. Moreover, this new performance measure, unlike AP, must not be547

biased on the top-10 or top-20 results. Rather, it should take into account the548

specificities of the results of a CBIR system, as well as the fact that the results549

of an image retrieval system are often viewed in a table of images on the screen550

and not in a list as text results are.551

The Gompertz Sigmoid Function(GSF) [49] does satisfy these condi-552

tions. GSF is a mathematical model for a time series, where growth is slowest553

at the start and end of a time period. Originally formulated in 1825 to model554

the mortality rate of a population, it later became one of the most frequently555

used laws to describe tumour growth (it is currently applied in other contexts,556

both in biology and in economics)[50]. The general form of this function is:557

f(t) = aebe
ct

(13)

parameter a controls the amplitude of the function and parameters b and c are558

always negative real numbers. Given that we want the function to take values559

in the range of [0, 1], we set a = 1.560

The combination of parameters b and c determines the point at which the561

function approaches the value 1 as well as its gradient. In order to calculate562

parameters b and c we make the following assumptions:563

1. If an image is retrieved at position K, where K is dynamically calculated564

for each query and depends upon the size of its ground truth then the565

Normalized Retrieval Order (NRO) is equal to 0.95.566

2. If an image is retrieved at position K
2 then the Normalized Retrieval Order567

(NRO) is equal to 0.50.568

According to ANMRR, K is defined as: K = min ( X ×NG(q), 2×GMT569

), X = 2 when NG(q) > 50 else X = 4. The proposed method method uses570

the query generality g(q) to define the K position as:571

K =

{
4×NG(q) g(q) ≥ 0.01
F [g(q)]×NG(q) g(q) < 0.01

(14)

where572

F [g(q)] =
0.04

g(q)
×NG(q) (15)

In other words, if the query generality is higher than a given value, then we573

adopt the NMRR assumption, (K = K). But when the generality is smaller,574

the position K increases linearly.575

Under these assumptions, solving Eq. 13 leads to b = −9.3668 and c =576

−5.2074/K. Therefore, the Normalized Retrieval Order for each image re-577

trieved at position Rank(k) is equal to:578

NRO(q) =

{
0 , k

Rank(k)
= 1

e−9.3668×e
−5.2074×ARANK(k) k

Rank(k)
< 1

(16)
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where579

ARANK(k) =
Rank(k)− 1

K − 1
(17)

We repeated the Known-Item example of Section 3, and used an artificially580

generated database with 20 images (N = 20). As query image, an image was581

selected from the database. The corresponding ground truth was the image582

itself (NG(q) = 1). We then calculated the effectiveness of the proposed per-583

formance measure, for those scenarios in which the query image is retrieved584

consecutively from position 1 to 20. Figure 5 presents the results when Rank(q)585

takes values in the range 1 to 20. The horizontal axis shows the specific loca-586

tion in which the image was retrieved, while the vertical axis shows the values587

for NRO. In the same graph the corresponding NMRR and 1−AP values are588

also depicted.589

As Figure 5 shows, in the first results the gradient of the NRO is smaller590

than the gradients of 1 − AP and NMRR. This indicates that the proposed591

performance measure is less biased towards early precision than the other592

2 measures. From position K onwards, beginning with value 0.95, the NRO593

increases with a very small gradient, approaching the value 1. We can therefore594

conclude that NRO is more advantageous than NMRR since it is in a position595

to accurately evaluate each specific retrieval location, even after the first K596

positions.597

Fig. 5 Results of 1 − AP, NMRR and MNRO for NG(q) = 1, N = 20

If the ground truth of the query q contains more than one image then the598

Mean NRO(q) is calculated as:599

MNRO(q) =
1

NG(q)

NG(q)∑
k=1

NRO(k) (18)
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Next, we repeated the experiment, increasing the size of the database.600

Figure 6 illustrates the behavior of the MNRO for a query with a single relevant601

image over four different databases. The first database consist of 100 images,602

the second one contains 1000 images, the third one 10000 images and finally603

the fourth one includes one million images. Please note that we assume that604

all the images in the databases are embedding images[23] (irrelevant to the605

query images) and in each database, only one is considered as relevant to the606

query.607

Fig. 6 Results of MNRO for NG(q) = 1, (a) N = 1000, (b) N = 10000, (c) N = 100000
and (d) N = 1000000

As one can see, the F [g(q)] factor gives the capability to MNRO to adjust608

itself in order to keep the same behavior over different database sizes. This609

property gives the ability to the proposed performance measure to adjust ac-610

cording to the generality of the query. The assumption behind the F [g(q)] is611

based on [23] and [7], which argues that the number of non relevant items612

retrieved is linearly correlated with the size of the database. The experimental613

results presented in Section 5.2 confirm this argument.614

In our next evaluation, we repeated the example of Section 3 in which the615

ground truth of a query image consist of two images, j and i. All the possible616

order combinations of the images are tested according to the pseudocode of617

Section 3. The results are shown in Figure 7. In the same graph we depict the618

relevant values from NMRR and 1−AP. Even in this case one can observe that619

the MNRO satisfies its design requirements. Its gradient in the first results is620

smaller than the gradient of 1−AP and it is capable of evaluating each retrieved621

image, without disregarding any images.622

Similarly to Section 3, Figure 8 provides the 3-dimensional representation623

of the results for MNRO for every ordering combination. The 2 axes which form624

the horizontal plane correspond to Rank(i) and Rank(j), while the vertical axis625

depicts the MNRO values.626
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Fig. 7 Results of 1 − AP, NMRR and MNRO for NG(q) = 2, N = 20

By observing this graph it is easy to distinguish the 2 curves which shape627

the influence curve for precision and the contribution curve for recall, exactly628

as in the case for NMRR and 1 − AP illustrated in Figure 4. It can be seen629

that the performance measure is oriented towards the first K results. Systems630

which present their results in positions after position K, are evaluated with631

very high values. The larger the number of results which appear after this632

position, the higher the value returned by the system.633

In the early results, the value of MNRO is definitely smaller than the634

equivalent values of 1 − AP, and approximately at the levels of the values635

for NMRR. After position K the lower curve yields larger values than the636

corresponding ones for 1 − AP, and even in this case, the values are at sim-637

ilar levels to the corresponding ones for NMRR. However, in the event that638

min(Rank(i),Rank(j)) > K, where NMRR=1, the values for MNRO increase639

linearly with a very small gradient, approaching a value of 1, without however640

ever becoming equal to a value of 1. In the corresponding positions, the value641

of 1−AP is definitely smaller.642

To improve the readability of Figure 8, we marked the enveloping curves643

as A and B. Curve A describes the MNRO value for the best case scenario, in644

which the first relevant image is retrieved in position Rank(j) while the second645

relevant image is retrieved in position Rank(i)= Rank(j)+1. Curve B, on the646

other hand, describes the worst case scenario, in which, the first relevant image647

is retrieved in position Rank(j), while the second relevant retrieved in position648

Rank(i)= N .649

In the case of perfect retrieval MNRO(q) = 0, while as the rank errors650

increase, the MNRO approaches the value 1, MNRO(q) ∈ [0, 1]. Finally, the651

average retrieval rank over all queries is defined as:652

AMNRO =
1

Q

Q∑
q=1

MNRO(q) (19)
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Fig. 8 3D representation of the MNRO results for NG(q) = 2, N = 20

The proposed retrieval rank performance measure, like ANMRR and MAP,653

offers the capability to evaluate a system on the basis of only a single value,654

which includes information about both precision and recall.655

5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS656

Before presenting the experimental results, it is very important to review the657

attributes of a good performance measure. First and foremost, we believe658

that a performance measure should be easy to interpret. Using the curves659

introduced in Section 4, one can easily analyze the behavior of the proposed660

performance measure.661

A performance measure should also separate well good from poor tech-662

niques. In Section 5.1 we evaluate the MNRO and highlight its advantages663

over NMRR and AP on a small database by presenting the evaluation results664

of the three performance measures on different ranked lists.665

Moreover, we consider that a good performance measure should provide666

consistent results, especially over systems with different generality. In Section667

5.2, a second experimental setup evaluates the ability of the proposed perfor-668

mance to take into account the generality of the queries during the retrieval669

procedure. The experiments demonstrate the consistency of the results we670

obtained when using the proposed performance measure.671

Finally, we believe that it is very important for a performance measure672

to correspond to human perception. Thus, in the third experimental setup,673

described in Section 5.3, subjective evaluation by human users is taken into674

account. For the same database size and the same ground truth size for query675

q, we randomly create 50 different ranked lists and do a case study employing676

30 users. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed performance677

measure is closer to the user preferences than other performance measures.678

In order to further encourage researchers and practicioners to use the679

proposed performance measure we show, in Section 5.4, the performance of680
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the proposed performance measure in actual retrieval scenarios on three well-681

known benchmarking databases. The retrieval is performed using several low682

level features from the literature. We evaluate the results using AMNRO, AN-683

MRR, AP, P(10) and P(20), where P(10) and P(20) denote the precision at684

the first 10 and 20 results respectively.685

5.1 Evaluating the ranked lists686

Figure 9 illustrates the hypothetical results produced by the retrieval of a687

query q with NG(q) = 5. Each retrieval result is associated with a hypothetical688

ranked list. For example in the ranked list ’A’ the ’+’ symbols describe that689

the 5 ground truth images were the first 5 retrieved images. On the other690

hand, the ranked list ’E’, with its corresponding ’+’ symbols indicates that691

the five ground truth images were retrieved as the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 40th and 41st692

image respectively. In all the cases, N = 100. Table 1 presents the values of693

the NMRR, AP and, MNOR. In the same table the ranked lists are presented,694

as it was formed according to the values of each performance measure.695

Note once more that, the value of the NMRR(q) and the MNRO(q) is 0696

with perfect retrieval while for the AP(q) it is 1.697

Fig. 9 Hypothetical Retrieval Results

The following conclusions can be drawn from the results. In example A,698

where all the images were correctly retrieved, ANMRR=ANMRO=0 and AP=1.699

The advantages of the proposed performance measure over AP can be more700

clearly seen in examples B and C. In example B, we observe that a single false701

alarm was detected in position 2. At the same time, in example C, in order to702

retrieve all images from the ground truth, it was required to retrieved a total703

of 100 images. This means, that the last relevant image was retrieved last from704

the data. In both these cases, AP evaluates the system with exactly the same705

value AP(qB) = AP(qC) = 0.8100.706
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These results confirm the fact that AP is oriented towards favouring early707

results. Moreover, the single false alarm (non relevant retrieved image) in po-708

sition 2 (example B) gets the same penalty as in example C where the fifth709

ground truth image is retrieved after the entire database is retrieved. The pro-710

posed performance measure evaluates the results in example B with a value711

at a level fairly close to perfect retrieval score, MNROR(qB) = 0.0314, which712

is quite close to the corresponding value given by NMRR.713

In example C, the proposed performance measure evaluates the system with714

a value in the same order of magnitude with that given by AP and NMRR,715

penalizing the retrieval system for its bad performance in the retrieval of the716

5th ground truth image.717

Experiment AP(q) Rank NMRR(q) Rank MNRO(q) Rank
A 1.0000 1 0.0000 1 0.0000 1
B 0.8100 2 0.0364 2 0.0314 2
C 0.8100 2 0.1818 3 0.2000 3
D 0.6589 4 0.3727 4 0.3988 4
E 0.6444 5 0.3727 4 0.3999 5

Table 1 Experimental Results

Examples D and E show the advantages of the proposed performance mea-718

sure against NMRR. In example D, 3 relevant results were retrieved at the first719

3 positions and were followed by 26 non-relevant items before the appearance720

of the remaining 2 relevant results in positions 30 and 31. On the other hand,721

in example E we have the retrieval of the first 3 relevant images in the first722

positions, we then however require 10 more non-relevant images in order to723

retrieve the entire relevance set. In both examples, the NMRR value is the724

same, NMRR(qD) = NMRR(qE) = 0.3727, because according to NMRR if a725

retrieved ground truth image appears after the 20th position it is considered726

as non retrieved. On the other hand, the proposed performance measure if727

able to merit the differences of the ranked lists, evaluating example D with728

MNRO(qD) = 0.3988 and example E with MNRO(qE) = 0.3999.729

An additional point is that, the scores of the proposed performance measure730

for examples D and E are greater than the scores for example C. This occurs731

because the proposed measure penalizes with greater values those systems that732

retrieve relevant images after theKth position. The more images retrieved after733

this position, the greater the value of MNRO.734

In conclusion, the experimental results indicate that the proposed measure735

is less oriented towards early results. At the same time, it is capable of contin-736

uing the evaluation of the retrieval systems, even if these retrieve results after737

position K.738
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5.2 Query Generality739

In order to evaluate the ability of the proposed performance measure to take740

into account the generality of the queries during a retrieval procedure, we em-741

ployed the ImageCLEF 2010 Wikipedia collection data. This database consist742

of 237,434 images, associated with noisy and incomplete user-supplied textual743

annotations and the Wikipedia articles containing the images. There are 70744

test topics, each one consisting of a textual and a visual part. The details745

of the creation of this database, including research objectives, data collection746

etc., are provided in the overview paper [26].747

In our experiment, we created 3 sub-sets of images from the database and748

we chose 20 queries. The first sub-set consist of 77,300 images. In the second749

sub-set 77,300 additional images were used, for a total of 154,600 images. The750

third set contains the entire dataset. It is very important to note that all the751

relevant to the queries images are included in the first sub-set (and hence the752

2nd and 3rd sub-sets as well).753

The query images themselves are not part of the database, making the754

experiment more realistic. In most of academic settings, query images are part755

of the database. This, however, potentially influences the results since the756

query image itself is often in the first position, biasing the results, especially757

in the case where MAP is employed.758

Each query consist of a single image. We index the database and the queries759

with Color and Edge Directivity Descriptor (CEDD)[45]. We evaluate the re-760

sults using AMNRO, ANMRR, MAP as well as with NAR. The experimental761

results are presented in Table 2.762

Set MAP Dev. ANMRR Dev. NAR Dev. AMNRO Dev.
A 0.0375 0.9202 0.2843 0.8356
B 0.0237 36.8% 0.9457 2.77% 0.2859 0.56% 0.8368 0.14%
C 0.0184 50.9% 0.9574 4.04% 0.2873 1.05% 0.8360 0.05%

Table 2 Investigating the Generality Independence Ability

We define the value obtained by each performance measure at the sub-set763

A as baseline. For each sub-set, we calculate the percentage difference of the764

result from the baseline. As one can see in Table 2, MAP presents the highest765

percentage deviation among the other performance measures reinforcing the766

conclusion that it can not adjust to changes in the database size. To investigate767

the reason of this deviation, we present the P(10) results for the 3 sub-sets:768

P(10)A = 0.1600, P(10)B = 0.1300 and P(10)C = 0.1000. Translating the769

numbers, we can observe that in first sub-set, on average, 1.6 out of 10 images770

on the first positions were relevant. On the other hand, on the third sub-set771

only 1 out of 10 results were relevant. These results give further credence to the772

observation that MAP is highly correlated to the early positions. Increasing773

the number of the non relevant images in the early positions contribute to the774

decrease of MAP.775
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The deviation of the ANMRR values is related to the fact that the position776

K, which determines the bias of the performance measure, considers only the777

size of the ground truth, without taking into consideration the size of database.778

Normalized Average Rank (NAR) seems to be more stable than the other two779

performance measures. NAR assumes that the number of non-relevant items780

retrieved is linearly correlated with the size of the database. This postulate781

makes NAR a generality-independent performance measure.782

AMNRO, seems to outperform all the other performance measures in terms783

of the ability to take into account the generality of the queries during the784

retrieval procedure. The reason relies on the fact that K employ information785

about the database size as well as about the number of the relevant images. The786

deviation between the first 2 sub-sets is 0.14% while the deviation between787

the first and the third sub-sets is 0.05%.788

5.3 Comparisons to human evaluation789

In order to determine which of the 3 retrieval performance measures is closer790

to human perception, we conducted the following experiment.791

Thirty individuals, students of the Electrical and Computer Engineering792

Department of the Democritus University of Thrace, Greece, most of which793

were members of the DUTH’s Robotic Team2, participated in an electronic794

survey. More detailed information on the participants of the survey can be795

found in Table 3.796

To facilitate the electronic survey, a software application was built.Each797

user, after entering some personal data, is asked to answer 10 questions. To798

complete the process, each user must answer all the questions. In each question,799

a set of 5 ranked lists (A, B, C, D, E) appears. Please note that the ranked800

lists does not contain images, but single numbers. Each number corresponds801

to the position in which a relevant image retrieved. For example, the ranked802

list A, consist of the numbers 33, 38, 39, 83 and 97. This mean that the803

first relevant image retrieved at the position 33, the second relevant image804

retrieved in position 38 etc.. The ranked lists sets are randomly produced, but805

once they are produced they remain fixed and are the same for all users.806

Next to each ranked list the values of 1 − AP, NMRR and MNRO appear,807

under the labels “Method1”, “Method2” and “Method3”. The correspondence808

between the performance measures and the pseudo labels changes randomly809

for each question. Therefore, the user can not guess the correspondence. In810

each set, the order of appearance of the values changes randomly. At the same811

time, the form shows the order in which the ranked lists are ranked with each812

retrieval performance measure. As in Table 1, the ranking order shows which813

of all the ranked list of the set exhibits the best behavior.814

For each of the sets the user is called to vote (select) which of the 3 ranks,815

as derived from each of the 3 performance measures, more closely matches816

2 http://www.ee.duth.gr/acsl/duthrobotics/index.html
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his/her own ranking. Moreover, the user has the option to disagree with all817

the rankings shown, and to suggest his own ranking using the last column818

“Custom Ranking” to enter his scores. Additionally, the user is also given the819

choice to select more than one ranks as most appropriate, in case of ties. The820

process is repeated for all 10 sets.821

People Participating in the Survey 30
Questions Answered By Each User 10
Average Age 22
Standard Deviation to the Age 1.3870
Educational Level Students
Average Time for Filling in the Questionnaire 18 min.
Standard Deviation to the Time 4.6710

Table 3 Survey ID

In order for the participants to get a feeling of what they are evaluating,822

the following scenario is told. “There are 5 web-based image retrieval systems.823

Each system accepts a query (an input facial image) and after searching a824

database returns facial images. It is assumed that for each query image the825

database always contains a depository of 5 similar to the query image. The826

retrieval results of these 5 systems appear to be the respective ranked lists827

(A, B, C, D, E) appearing in each question”. Judging from the position of828

appearance of the relevant images in each ranked list the users are called to829

rank each retrieval system (each ranked list) and to determine whether they830

agree with one of the rankings given by the three pseudo-labeled methods or831

they prefer to give their own ranking.832

Even though the participants are students of the Electrical and Computer833

Engineering Department, they are not familiar with the image retrieval pro-834

cedure. We assume that in a more realistic scenario, where images rather835

than ranking lists were used, the results of the users would be biased by the836

similarity between the query and a result. For a relevant item retrieved in837

a specific position, two different users might evaluate the system in different838

ways. We tried to reduce the subjectivity of the results on how people evalu-839

ate ranked lists and not on how they judge how relevant is a result. All three840

performance measures we employed are using the binary relevance assump-841

tion. Additionally, by incorporating facial images, we are trying to achieve842

a trade-off between precision-oriented and recall-oriented tasks. We assume843

that, if someone searches for facial images on the web, especially for personal844

facial images, he/she is concerned with how many images will appear in early845

positions and with retrieving all available online images.846

The answers of the participants for each set of ranked lists are summarized847

in Table 4, where each number denotes the number of individuals that agree848

with the ranking of the particular performance measure. Column “OTHER”849

contains the number of participants who preferred their own ranking. It is850

apparent that the proposed performance measure was selected by the majority851
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AP NMRR MNRO OTHER Participant’s Choice
Set 1 5 9 13 3 MNRO
Set 2 8 10 12 0 MNRO
Set 3 20 6 20 4 MNRO-AP
Set 4 8 20 20 2 MNRO-NMRR
Set 5 8 10 10 2 MNRO-NMRR
Set 6 10 4 14 2 MNRO
Set 7 7 10 11 2 MNRO
Set 8 6 9 13 2 MNRO
Set 9 14 14 14 2 MNRO-AP-NMRR
Set 10 4 17 8 1 NMRR
Total Votes 90 109 135 20

Table 4 Votes Per Set

of users in almost all the sets, collecting in total 135 votes. In some sets, the852

sum of the votes exceeds 30, which is the total number of participants. The853

reason for this is, that in some ranked lists, there were ties. In set 3 and set 9,854

there is a tie between the values of AP and MNRO, while in set 4, there is a855

tie between NMRR and MNRO.856

Percentage-wise, we see that AP was the participant’s choice 25.42% of the857

times, NMRR 30.79% and the MNRO 38.14%. Moreover, a 5.65% declared858

that they did not agree with any of the choices.859

These results, may confirm the conclusions drawn in [12][38], which state860

that there is a high correlation between NMRR and the retrieval quality ex-861

plored in subjective experiments. This correlation is further strengthened in862

MNRO. NMRR exceeds AP in votes, in 7 of the 10 sets. AP is in first place863

in only 2 sets, in which however, it is tied with MNRO. The proposed perfor-864

mance measure gains first place in participants selection in 90% of the sets,865

losing only in set 10 from NMRR.866

We assume that the proposed performance measurement was selected by867

the majority of the participants mainly due to the common way that a human868

judge and our method deal with non-relevant results in the early positions.869

The task we chose is purely an image retrieval task. Although we noted that870

the participants are not familiar with the image retrieval procedure, we can871

only assume that they have great experience with the way web based image872

retrieval engines present their results. Thus, we consider that the participants873

evaluate the results of the survey based on criteria related to this experience.874

As we stressed earlier, the results of a web based image retrieval engine, are875

often viewed in table of images on the screen and not in a list as text results876

are. People that are used to this kind of result depiction tend to evaluate the877

results less strict based on the absolute rank position.878

The aforementioned assessment also justifies the fact that the NMRR is the879

second choice of participants while the early-precision-oriented MAP method880

comes last in the people’s choice. The criterion that mainly contributed in the881

precedence of the MNRO over the NMRR is related to the way the retrieval882

results are evaluated when ranked in late positions. Due to the query’s nature883

(retrieving facial images), users were interested in retrieving every possible true884
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match. This is easily understood by considering the following scenario: per-885

forming a facial retrieving task on images stored in social networking databases886

and in adult’s-content-tagged image databases in order to prevent violation of887

privacy. The NMRR measurement, due to its condition to consider every result888

retrieved after the Kth position as non-retrieved, often results in evaluating889

two different CBIR systems the same even if the correctly but late retrieved890

results are in very different positions.891

Both the software used for the survey, as well as the results given by each892

participant, are available on-line3. Of course, given that the number of the893

participants is limited and the educational level is the same for all the indi-894

viduals, further research and additional experiments are required in order to895

fully validate the observations arising from this case study.896

5.4 Experiments on Benchmarking Databases897

In order to encourage researchers in the field to use the proposed performance898

measure, MNRO has been implemented and is currently used in evaluating899

the retrieval results of the img(Rummager) system [19]. We have also imple-900

mented an application4 which supports most of the standard measures used901

for evaluation in TREC, CLEF, and elsewhere, such as MAP, P(10), P(20)902

and BPref, as well as the ANMRR and the proposed ANMRO. Additional903

features include a batch mode and statistical significance testing (ST) of the904

results against a pre-selected baseline. STs tell us whether an observed effect,905

such as a difference between two means, or a correlation between two variables,906

could reasonably occur just by chance in selecting a random sample [51]. This907

application uses a bootstrap test, one-tailed [52], at significance levels 0.05,908

0.01, and 0.001, against a baseline run. The results of the performance mea-909

sures employed in the developed application correlate with the performance910

measure results of the TRECEval. TRECEval is the standard tool used by the911

TREC community for evaluating an ad hoc retrieval run, given the results file912

and a standard set of judged results.913

Finally, we present the experimental results in 3 known benchmarking914

databases for a large number of descriptors from the literature. We choose915

to calculate and evaluate the effectiveness of both global as well as local de-916

scriptors (bag-of-visual-words) in the Wang database, the UCID database and917

the ImageCLEF 2010 Wikipedia Database.918

The Wang database is a subset of 1000 manually-selected images from919

the Corel stock photo database and forms 10 classes of 100 images each. The920

database is available on-line5. Although each category has its own semantic921

content, the visual content of images in one category could be very different.922

For this reason, the queries and ground-truths proposed by the MIRROR[40]923

image retrieval system are used. MIRROR separates the WANG database into924

3 http://www.ee.duth.gr/acsl/duthrobotics/index.html
4 www.img-rummager.com
5 http://wang.ist.psu.edu/docs/home.shtml
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20 queries. The ground truth set is comprised of images from same category925

and with similar visual appearance. For example, the seventh set of the Wang926

database depicts horses. According to MIRROR, ’brown‘ horses forms a dif-927

ferent query, with a different set of relevant images than the ’white‘ ones.928

Descriptor MAP P(10) P(20) ANMRR AMNRO
CEDD[47] 0.5891 0.6800 0.5500 0.2528 0.2773
FCTH[45] 0.5736 0.6450 0.5475 0.2737 0.2948
BTDH[46] 0.3503 0.4500 0.3600 0.5118 0.5496
C.CEDD[45] 0.5296 0.5900 0.5150 0.3064 0.3384
C.FCTH[45] 0.5222 0.6100 0.5175 0.3154 0.3467
JCD[53] 0.5880 0.6650 0.5500 0.2561 0.2783
SpCD[54] 0.4578 0.5450 0.4550 0.3841 0.4200
EHD[13] 0.3097 0.3650 0.3300 0.5264 0.5525
SCD[13] 0.2557 0.3400 0.2650 0.6117 0.6246
CLD[13] 0.4626 0.5150 0.4225 0.3927 0.4326
Color Histograms 0.3018 0.400 0.2925 0.5913 0.6160
Tamura Directionality[55] 0.2586 0.3100 0.2675 0.6154 0.6375
AutoCorrelograms[56] 0.3634 0.5050 0.4100 0.5011 0.5345
Top-Surf (10000)[57] 0.2526 0.3150 0.2750 0.6227 0.6429
Top-Surf (200000)[57] 0.1612 0.2350 0.1825 0.7654 0.7751

Table 5 Wang Database Results

Next, we performed experiments using the UCID database. The UCID929

database was created as a benchmark database for CBIR and image compres-930

sion applications. UCID dataset is already widely being used for benchmarking931

CBIR algorithms [39][15][58][59]. This database currently consists of 1338 un-932

compressed TIFF images on a variety of topics including natural scenes and933

man-made objects, both indoors and outdoors. The UCID database is avail-934

able for research6. All the UCID images were subjected to manual relevance935

assessments against 262 selected images, creating 262 ground truth image sets936

for performance evaluation.937

Finally, we performed experiments on the ImageCLEF 2010 Wikipedia938

database. As mentioned in Section 5.2, this database consisting of 237,434939

images and there are 70 test topics. From each topic we choose the first image940

as a query image. Query images are not part of the database.941

In the same table, the results of a ’Text Only ‘ run were included in order942

to highlight that CBIR results are distinct from those of the text retrieval.943

The results for these 3 databases are illustrated in Table 5, Table 6 and944

Table 7 respectively.945

To show that the behavior of MNRO is not directly correlated with any of946

the 2 other image retrieval performance measures we performed the following947

experiment: We calculate how significant is the performance deviation between948

the descriptors in the Wang database. Indicative results are illustrated in Table949

8.950

6 http://vision.cs.aston.ac.uk/datasets/UCID/ucid.html
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Descriptor MAP P(10) P(20) ANMRR AMNRO
CEDD 0.6748 0.2267 0.1237 0.2823 0.2224
FCTH 0.6723 0.2233 0.1208 0.2874 0.2315
BTDH 0.5353 0.1676 0.0912 0.4295 0.3957
C.CEDD 0.6584 0.2218 0.1221 0.2933 0.2284
C.FCTH 0.6487 0.2149 0.1191 0.3087 0.2402
JCD 0.6876 0.2290 0.1240 0.2683 0.2127
SpCD 0.5840 0.1859 0.1042 0.3791 0.3262
EHD 0.5326 0.1687 0.0931 0.4331 0.3852
SCD 0.4998 0.1565 0.0872 0.4667 0.4061
CLD 0.5361 0.1702 0.0947 0.4322 0.3694
Color Histograms 0.4443 0.1328 0.0718 0.5231 0.5051
Tamura Directionality 0.4411 0.1317 0.0748 0.5304 0.4978
AutoCorrelograms 0.5507 0.1721 0.0941 0.4139 0.3636
Top-Surf (10000) 0.4248 0.1344 0.0750 0.5462 0.5036
Top-Surf (200000) 0.3952 0.1229 0.0653 0.5788 0.5634

Table 6 UCID Database Results

Descriptor MAP P(10) P(20) ANMRR AMNRO
Text Only 0.1291 0.3600 0.3300 0.7273 0.6974
FCTH 0.0062 0.0586 0.0507 0.9690 0.9205
SpCD 0.0056 0.0429 0.0421 0.9778 0.9293
CEDD 0.0055 0.0471 0.0450 0.9729 0.9255
C.CEDD 0.0047 0.0343 0.0321 0.9759 0.9271
C.FCTH 0.0038 0.0314 0.0314 0.9749 0.9265
EHD 0.0032 0.0271 0.0250 0.9827 0.9339
CLD 0.0030 0.0314 0.0307 0.9831 0.9342
Tamura Directionality 0.0011 0.0200 0.0171 0.9902 0.9418
Color Histograms 0.0007 0.0086 0.0050 0.9921 0.9431
SCD 0.0005 0.0157 0.0129 0.9929 0.9439

Table 7 ImageCLEF 2010 Wikipedia Database Results

Descriptor(1) Descriptor(2) MAP ANMRR AMNRO
1 EHD CLD 49.37%(***) 34.04%(**) 27.73%(**)
2 CH CLD 53.25%(***) 50.56%(***) 42.41%(**)
3 FCTH C.FCTH 9.85%(**) 15.23%(*) 17.61%(**)

Table 8 Performance Deviation Between Descriptors. Significance-tested with a bootstrap
test, one-tailed, at significance levels 0.05(*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***)

Based on these results, we observe that in Example 1, where we study951

the performance deviation between the Edge Histogram Descriptor (EHD)952

and the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD), MAP decides that the deviation is953

significant at level 0.001 while AMNRO and ANMRR, consider that the change954

is significant at level 0.01.955

In Example 2, where we study the performance deviation between Color956

Histograms (CH) and the Color Layout Descriptor (CLD), AMNRO consid-957

ers that the deviation is significant at level 0.01, while MAP and ANMRR,958

consider that the deviation is significant at level 0.001.959

Finally, in Example 3, where we study the performance deviation between960

the Fuzzy Color and Texture Histogram (FCTH) and Compact Fuzzy Color961
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and Texture Histogram (C.FCTH), AMNRO and ANMRR consider that the962

deviation is significant at level 0.01, while ANMRR, assumed that the devia-963

tion is significant at level 0.05.964

In summary, we observe that AMNRO is not directly highly correlated965

with any of the 2 other image retrieval performance measures.966

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK967

In this paper an overview of the most commonly used, single value perfor-968

mance measures for calculating the performance of retrieval systems was pre-969

sented. The operating principles of Mean Average Precision and Average Nor-970

malized Modified Retrieval Rank were analyzed and their weaknesses were971

reported. Based on these weaknesses we proposed a new performance perfor-972

mance measure, called MNRO, which employs the sigmoid Gompertz function.973

The advantages of the new performance measure are demonstrated in several974

setups. In the first, artificially produced query trials and their evaluations975

were compared. A second experiment on a large database demonstrate the976

ability of the proposed performance measure to take into account the gener-977

ality of the queries during the retrieval procedure. In the sequel, a subjective978

cross-evaluation of the image-retrieval results was performed by a group of 30979

individuals. According to this experiment, in the vast majority of the cases980

the retrieval results of MNRO seem to be in agreement with what humans981

would select. Additionally, we present the experimental results produced by982

a large number of state of the art descriptors applied on three well-known983

benchmarking databases.984

It is worth noting once again that, single value performance measures are985

used in order to compare different retrieval systems where most of the retrieval986

parameters, such as the database, ground truths, and scope are kept constant.987

In cases where it is preferable to evaluate the performance of a retrieval system988

using graphical representations, we suppose that the method proposed in [23]989

is the most comprehensive one, based on the fact that the generality parameter990

normalizes the precision vs recall graph.991

The main criticism to MAP and ANMRR is that they are based on the992

assumption that retrieved data can be considered as either relevant or non-993

relevant to a user’s information need. In the area of text retrieval, various994

measures have been developed which assign different levels of relevance to a995

given document [60–62]. In image retrieval, in order to evaluate systems with996

different levels of relevance the divergence function was introduced in [63].997

This function evaluates the variance of a system ranking list to a user ranking998

list, which ranks the results depending on the different levels of relevance999

from the query. In these cases the user list is built based on the ‘aboutness’1000

[64,65] of the images. An extension of our proposed method could emerge1001

by incorporating a graded-relevance judgment property. A recently proposed1002

method [29] gives MAP the capability to evaluate systems of different relevance1003

grades. A relevant extension can be applied to both ANMRR and AMNRO.1004
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The evolution of retrieval systems might lead to the development of systems1005

which will require such performance measures.1006

Final, it is important to add to the MNRO the capability for evaluating sys-1007

tems with non complete judgments. Such types of databases often use BPref,1008

which is highly correlated to MAP[66].1009
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